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ABSTRACT

Intercohort shifts between 1962 and 1972 in the occup tion distribu-
-

tions of white and nonwhite men are analyzed and compared at ages 35-44,

45-54 and 55-64.- 9oth white and nonwhite occupation distributions wer

upgraded over th decade, but among nonwhites the shifts away from she.

lowest status occupations were expressed partly,in increasing rates of

absence from the labor force. There are indications of especially.rapid
/

shifts in the occupation distributions of nonwhite men at ages 35-44%

Among whites and nonwhites ntercohort shifts in the occupation distribu-

tion can be attributed/primarily to changing'patterns of movement from

first full-time.civilian jobs_to current occupations, rather than to .

changing occupayicnal origin distributions or patterns of movement tot:

first jobs. ne Jhite and nonwhite occupation distributions did not show k

a clf:d. p.ttern of convergence over the decade. They beca..ne'less similar

at age. 5-44 and more similar at.older ages. White and nonwhite distri-

buti ns were most likely to converge inthoseloccupation groups where the

shire of whites was stable or de*lining, rather, than in groups whose share

of the occupation distribution was increasing. Later dohortsof nonwhites

would have a m 11 more favorable occupational' distribution if they had

enjoyed the mobility patterns of whites in earlier cohorts: In 1972 as

in 1962 the inf -rior occupational chances of nonwhites are due primarily

to their disadvantageous patterns of occupational mobility, rather than

to impoverished soc'al origins.
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The use of occupation as an index of social standing requ4res lit-

tle defense. Occupational employment is the pr4.ncip ?l activity of almost

all adult males and a substantial minority of femalel in the U.S., and

the importance and constancy of occupational rankings in regard to pr-es-
;

tige and socioeconomic status are well-known. A report of the U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights argues, "Advancement up the econo

social scale in our economy depends primarily on access to pre e

jobs, and secondarily on control over property" (Ginzberg and Hiestand,

1968:2). In fact the economist Lester Thurow (1972) has characterized

the U.S. labor market as functioning under a regime of "competition for

jobs" rather than "competition for wages." Likewise, definlition of ihe

generation as the span over which mobility may occur rests on well-

estaKished sociological practice. To quote Giizberg and Hiestand again,

"No individual, much less a group, is likely to experience substantial

changes in.fortune and position from one year to-the next', even-from one

quinquennium to the next. Mobility involves generational shits - from

fathers to sons and grandsons."

In March 1962 the Current Population Survey, (CPS) supplement,

"Occupational Changes in a Generation" (OCG), carried out under the

direction of Peter M. Blau and Otis Dudley Duncan, yielded the first

definitive measurements of patterns and trends in occupational mobility

among U.S. males. Analyses of this survey of 20,700 males-aged 20-64

established that there had been substantial upward mobility in the occu-

pational hierarchy between generations. Further,'by an ingenious arrange-

ment of OCG, CPS and Census data it was possible to show that more recent
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cohorts enjoyed greater opportunities for movement into high status

occupations than their predecessors (Blau and Duncan, 1967:90-111;

Duncan, 1965). Further analyses of the 1962 data by means of age-
-

constant intercohort comparisons have suggested that improvements in

occupational opportunities in the aggregrate have not been accompanied

by systematic cf;anges in the rigidity of occupitiOnal stratification ,

(Duncan, 1968). That is, there been no appreciable tightening or

loosening of the regime connecting the occupations of men wit those
_

of their fathers.

In the past decade there has protablY been as much concern about

trends toward "rigidificatiOn" in American society as in any earlier

period, Thus efforts to obtain new readings-on trends in occupational

mobility are surely in order. Definitive measurements of trend over

the decade await the completion of a replication of the OCG survey,

which is presently scheduled to be carried out in connection with the

March 1973 Current Population Survey (Featherman and Hauser, 1973).

However, by adaptation of a procedure used earlier by Duncan (1965),

it is possible to obtain indirect evidence of changes in occupational

mobility in the past decade.

In an earlier paper we looked at trends in occupational mobility

for U. S; men during 196J-1970 without regard to race (Hauser and

Featherman, 1973). 'Our major findings were] that there ave been net
o

intercohort shifts toward employment, as salaried prefe'S'sionals and

managers and as skilled manual worke
41.

and away from employment as

self - employed managers, as farmers, and as nonfarm laborers. Further,
'

these net shifts were primarily a result of changes in patterns of

occupational mobility from first jobs to current occupations. That

Ma
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is, the shifts were not effected by changes in the occupational origins

of successive cohorts or by changes in' relationships between occupa-

tional origins and first jobs.

Our purpose in writing this paper was to compare trends in the

o cupational mobility of black and white men in the United States from

62 to 197/I Unfortunately, as of this 4ate the required data from

the March 1972 CPS are not yet available, and we have had to content

ourselves with the less satisfactory comparison betwee. "whites" and

"nonwhites." Since nonwhites other than blacks res ble whites more

closely than blacks on many social and economic c aractecistics, our

results probably understate black-white differ~ ces. We have been

able to replicate our analyses, for the period 1962-1970 using both he

white-nonwhite and black-nonblack divisiops, and the two classificati ns

give similar results.

Relatively little is_known abbtit the occupational mobility of black

men at any point in time, and still less is known about trends in.mobil-
.

ity among blacks. Our knowledge about black-lite differences in pat-
o

terns of occupational mobility rests heavily on the results of the 1962

OCG survey, within which the numbers of blacks sampled were too small

to permit reliable trend measurement by means of intercohort comparison.

From his analysis of the.1962 black and white mobility matrices Duncan

(1968:11) concludes, 'Negro menwho originated at the lower levels-,were

likely to remain there; white man were likely to move up. Negro men

who originated at the higher levels were likely to mov&down;'white men

were likely to stay there,. Although Negro social origins are not as

favorable as those of whites, this is,the lesser part of the explanation

of racial differences in occupational achievement. The greater part of

4
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the explanation lies in inequalities within the process of Mobility it-

self." Similarly, Lieberson and Fuguitt (1967) demonstrate that the

effects of social origins on racial differences in occupations would

greatly decrease in a single generation and would almost disappear with-

in about four generations if the patterns of intergenerational mobility

of_blacks and whites were equated.

Public programs grew during the 1960's which were supposed to im-

prove the opportunities of blacks, and there is.some evidence of improve-

ment in the occupation distribution of employed black men during that

decade. For example, a report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (1972)

shows in bright-hued charts how "opportunities for occupational advance-

ment of black workers have been improving.... betweeJ 1960 and 1970,

the number of black workers in_higher-paid and middle-level occupations

increased sharply" (p. 2). Farley and Hermalin (1972) 'report a gradual

upgrading of the'occupation distribution of both black and white men-

from 1960 thrOugh 1966, followedby large gains for blacks between 1966

and 1970. Thus, thestiare of black men who would have had to change

major occupation categories to equate the black and whit.i distributions

fell from 38 percent in 1960 to 36 percent in 1966 and to 31 percent in

1970. The large remaining occupational differences between the races

give little ground for complacency among thse who would seek equality

of achievement between the races.

In our analyses of white-nonwhite differentials in trends of occu-

pational mobility we shall be concerned with the effects of occupational

origins on the changing occupation distributions of whites and nonwhites

and with the possibility of convergence between the occupational mobil:-

ity patterns of whites and nonwhites. We begin with an examination by
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color of net occupational shifts between selected cohorts'from 1962 to

1972. We then analyze these'shifts for men of each color in terms of

components due to changing social origins, changes in patterns of mobil-

ity from occupational origins to first jobs, and changes in mobility

from first jobs to current occupations. Next, we look at the color

differences in net-occupationa1 shifts between cohorts,-and we interpret

. these differential trends in light of the components developed earlier..

Finally,- we ask whether current patterns'of occupational mobility twang

nonwhites are similar to those, prevailing among whites at an earlier

point in time.

Methods

Following Duncan's (1965) notation, we let P (p
ij

) be the transi-

tion matrix of an intergenerational'occupational mobility table. Then,
.

/-
its eleinents represent the probability of s son's movement from the i

th

'category of father's occupation to a current occupation in the j
th

cate-

gory. Clearly, Epij P 1.0. Let A,P (a ) be the origin vector of *he
j

mobility table, a row vector which gives the proportion of men who orig-

inate in the i
th

occupation class,
i
E

J
a P 1.0, and let C (c,) be the

vector which'gives the proportionate distribution of men over destina-

tion categories, Ec P 1.0. Thus, we have the identity, C P AP. Like-

wise, we may also write C d BQ, where C is defined as before, while B

is the vector of occupations of men in their first full-time jobs, and
tts

Q represents the matrix of transition probabilities AQm first to current

jobs.

Weve functional notation to identify the vectors and matrictsi=of,

men in a given cohort observed in a particular year. Thus, C(r,$) is

9
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the occupation distribution of men in the r
th cohort in the s

th
year,

and so on. For a sel.ecohort and year, then, the transition from

fathers' to current occupation distributions takes the form C(r,$)

A(r,s.) P(r,$). From the OCG survey we have estimates of C, A, P, B,
;

and Q for cohorts within ages 20-64-in 1962, and we have later measure- 1

ments of-C from the March 1972 CPS._ First full-time civilian occupation

did father's occupation at son's age 16 were -ascertained in the 1962

OCGA6pplement, while current occupations were ascertained in the CPS

interviews of March 1962 and March 1972.

,in order to makeinferences about-changes over'time in P and Q we
.

make ,the following assumptions: that within the prime working ages

mortality and nq migration are.random with respect'to the processes

investigated here, and that the quality of data or current occupation,

father's occupation, and first job does not vary with age or-time.

order to niaintaii,coverage of men in the civilian noninstitutional poyu-

lation we treat "no occupation reported" as a separate category of the
11

origin vectors (father's occupation or first jobs) and "not in,the

experienced civilian labor force" as a destination category. The latter

class includes unemployed men who have never held a job as well as men

who are neither employed ncr looking for work. There is no category for

nonreported current occupations because the U.S. Bureau of the Census

dllocates occupation titlestin such cases by means of a "hot deck"

technique.

These'assumptions have two pertinent consequences. First, for men

born in year r, A(r,s+t) ==. A(r,$) and B(r,s+t) a B(r,$), where t may be

greater or less than zero. This says that we May use the 1962 survey

to estimate the origin vectors observed in any year for cohorts covered

20



in th- 1962 survey, ,Second, the', assumptions imply that it is.legitimate

to compare observed destination distributions across years. Thus, we

can ' -ke the age-constant intercohort comparison, C(r,$) with C(r+t,s+t).

Obi/ ously, our assumptions are not perfectly met, either as to population

co erne or response quality,' and ourginferences are subject to substan-

't al risks of measurement error.

Granting our assumptions, it becomes possible to make.inferences

about intercohort change in a mobility matrix. Consider the null

hypothesis P(r,1962) = P(r+t,1962 +t), where we have observed only

P(r,1962). 'This says that the mobility matrix for then aged (1062-0

is unchanged t years later (or earlier). Under the null hypothesis. we

mA write

C(r+t,1962 +t) = A(r+t,1962+t) P(r+t,1962+t)

=0A(r+1,1962+0 P(r,L962),

which we can estimate by

ap(r+t,1962+t) = A(r+t,1962) P(r,1962),

since A(r+t,1962 +t) = A(r+t,1962) by assumption. We denote our estimate

o the expected distributiin here by C
P
(r,$) in ovder to differentiate

it froM (r,$), the estimate based on the first job vector and the

transition from first to current occupation. For example, we,canesti-

c
'mate the 1972 occupation distibutW (at age 35-44) of men born in-.

'1927-36 (aged 25-34 in 1962) by applying the 1962 intergeneration transi-*

tion matrix of men born in 1917-26 -(aged 35-44 in 1962) to the.origin

vector of the younge, cohort. The same logic applies to hypotheses

about intercohort change in the intragenerational mobility matrix. Of

course, this procedure is simply an application of the common demographic

technique of indirect standardization based

mobility rates.

4
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Comparisons among expected and observed distribution for recent

years permit usto make limited inferences about change in mobility

matrices in the past decade. While identity of destination vectors

:does not imply identity of transition matrices, differences between
- .

dtstination vectors clearly imply rejection of the null hypothesis

(subject to the possibility that internal changes the matrix are

due solely to changes in the marginals and not at all to changes in

interaction's between rows and columns of the matrix).

.In his 1965 paper Utincan used this proCedure to measure trends from

1932 through 1962. That is, he applied the 1962 matrix for a younger

cohort to the origin distribution of a cohort 10, 20 or 30'years older

to obtainan expected occupation distribution of the older cohort when

it was 10, 20 or'30 year younger. .Following Duncan's proposal (1965:

493-494) that his procedure also be used projettively, we have applied

trans ion matrices for older cohorts to the origin vectors ofyounger`

cohorts to obtain expected destination vectors for them in later years. `°

'Using the destination vectors estimated from inter- and intra-

generational mobility, it is possible to partition the net intercohort

differences in occupation distributions for men of the same age into

components attributable to intercohort changes in occupational origins,

in the transition from father's occupation to first job, and in .the

transitLon from first job to current occupation. The necessary identity

is

C(r+t,s+t) - C(r,$) [C(r +t,s +t) - yr+t,s+t)]

+ (e
Q
(r+ti,s+t) - C (r+t,s+t)]

a a.

'1= [Cp(r+t,s+c) - C(r,$)].

O
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The tutu terms in the first'bracket,on the right differ only because

of intercohort differences in the.transition matrix from first job to

current occupation. That is,

,C(r+C:s+t} B(r+t,s+t) Q(r+t.,s+t),.
while.

CQ(r+t,s +t) = B(r+t,$)

ThuS, since B(r42t,$) = B(r+t,s+t) by atksumptinn, the difference between

C(r+t,s+t) and C (r+t,s+t) is the effect of intercohort change in the

transition from first job to current occupation on the net intercohort

difference. To interpret the difference in the second bracket denote

the transition matrix from father's occupation'to first job as M(r,$)e

Then

SO

Also,

since

P(r,$) M(r,$) Q(r,$),

- -

C
P '

(r+t s+t) = A(r+t,$) M(r,$) Q(r,$).

.

C (r+t,s+t) = A(r+t,$)' M(r+t,s+t) Q(r,$)

B(r+t,$) PIA(r+t,$) M(r+t,s+t)

by assumption. Thus, (r+t,s+t) and (r+tp+E) differ only because of
P Q

intercohort change in the transition from father's occupation to Yirst

Sob, and their difference represents the effect of that change on the
a

net intercohort difference.

al
Finally, C(r,$) P A(r,$) i Cr,$), (r+t,s+t) = A(r+t,S)

which differs from the first expression only by virtue of, changes between

cohorts in the vector of occupational origins. Thus, the difference./

between the terms in, t,he ,third bracket itLthe effect on
7'

the net intercohort'
,,.-

a.
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difference of the intercohort shift in the distribution of sons-by their

: .fathers' occupations.

IV Occupational Classification in 1962 aid 1972

The Current' Population 5Urvey began using' occupational cOding mate- '4

rials from the 1970,Census in Janbary 1971 (Uregger1571),, °For that

4, .reason the observed occupation distributions in March 1972 are not--

directly compatable with ected occupAion distributions based on the

1962e0CG data, which make use of 1960 Census occupational coding mate- ),

rials. To render the expected and-observTh ed distributions comparable
--

We transformed the expected oCcupation distributions to a 1970 basis.

, .

. ,

The alfocatiollof 1960-basis occupational incumbents to 1970-basid

major occupation groups was estimated by collapsing a detailed cross-
.

clasSification of a sample of 'the 1960 experienced ciyilianAabor force
1 3,...

4 4, -

by 1960- and i00-basis occupations (Ptiebe,.Heinkel and.Greene,,1972)-
44. .. ,

. . J
% .

,

Unfortunately, the 1970 occupation titles in the detailedcross-

classification did hot always make the distinction between salaried

and self-employed status among professionals and technical workers and

among managers and administrators., However, the distribution between

salaried work and self - employment was given, for nearly all thee 1960-

basis constituent titles in those groups. We allocated men in the pro:

fessional and managerial groups to salaried or self-employed status in

proportion tO'the known distribution by salaried or self- employment

,.-
within the 1960,basis constituent occupation groups.

,

This did not entirely solve the problem of comparability. A 1967
0

change in thetrocedUre for, measuring class of worker incteased the

likelihood that a manager or, administrator would'be identified as sala-

ried, rather than self- employed (Stein, 1967), while our "1970- basis"

14
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occupation'dthtibutions incorporated a "1960-,basis" distribution be-
.

CcIten salaried and self-empIoym6t.. Unfortunately, available tabula

dons 'do not permit us to estimate the effect of this procedural "change

with any certitude. Our examinatgan of the annual series of occUpation
.4

"distributions before and after the change-and af unpublished tabulations
6

from the experimental MonthlyLabor Survey of 1966 has ledus to cow"

elude that the procedural change shifts about one"riercent of the oceu-
,

patioN distribution from self-employment to salaried work within the

managers and administrators. .

o

.

Finally, our observed occupation distributions--Oom the Mat''th-1972

CPS do not separate the salaried from the self - employed. among profes-
sO

sional and technical'workers or among unemployed managersand-adminis-
.

trators.1 We classified the professiahals in proportion to the distribp-A
, . L

.

tioti in March 1971 and_the unemployed managers in proportion.to the March
,

. ..,

1.972 distribution among employed managers..

For theSe sevtral reas ns the components of change 4'thin.the pro--
/ , 0

fessional and managerial categoriesshoula be interpreted with great

caution: We,should add that the pigesent tabulations are prelimin ry.

Whenthe Mat 1972 CPS. Person tape becomes available, ourprobltms in-
,

classifying the observed distribution will be less, anti we shall be

able to use 'the black-nonblack nivision.of the samples. Our problems

in comparing the 1960- and 1970-basis occupation distributions would be

reduced if the Bureau -pf the Census were to prOduce a cross-classification

of,the 1960-and 1970-basis major bccupational groups for men which ineor-
e

parated the'distinetion between salaried and self-employment in both

'Classifications.

15
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Changes in the Civilian Noninstitutional Population

Our method of computing components of intertohort change in

tion distributions assumes no movement into or out-of the civilian non-

institutidnal poftlation betwecn'1962 and 1912 ft5r cohorts Covered in
. .

the 1962 OCG survey. Our results will be invalid to. the degree that

mortality, immigration and emigration, movement into and out,of the

.

Armed forces, and.thanges in survey coverage are non-rand with.respect
/

to occupation distributions and occupational mobility. ile we have

not assessed the effect of each of these sources of error, we have

looked at their combined lidluenc& on the number of men in three cohorts

of interest.

Table. 1 about here

1

In Table 1we show the numbers of white and nonwhite men in the

cohorts aged 35-44, 45-54 and 55-64 in 1972, as estivated in the March

1962 occ survey and in the March 1972 CPS. Among both whites and non-

whites there are increased numbers at tA end of the decade in the

yOUngest cohort slightly fewer in the middle cohort, and subtstantially

fewer in, the oldest cohort. Presumably, the declining numbers in the

older cohorts represent the predominant influende of mortality, while

..the increased numbers in-the youngest cohorts reflect a return to

civilian life from the armed forces.

If we take these net changes to be,indicative of patterns of gross

change as well, we may have reasonable confidence in the-results for

the two yOunger cohorts. The large pet loss in the oldest cohorts must,

be viewed as a more serious threat to the validity of our calculations.

16
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Specifically, the validity of our findings for 55t-44 year olds is re-

duced (a) insofar as exits from the covered population between 1962

and 1972 occurred differentially with respect to occupational origins\

,

(not occupations at the survey date) and (b) insofar as changes from,

462 to 1972 in occupational mobility matrices fox men in the covered

population at ages55-64 were effectedoby changing patterns of occupa-

tion specific eAit from the covered population. We do not think that

either of these sources of invalidity could be very large, burour

findings for men aged 55-64 should be. interpreted with caution.

Net Intercohort Occupation Shifts

The occupation distributions of' white and nonwhite men aged 35-44,

45-54 and 55-64 in1962, and in 1972 are compared in Table 2. .The per-

centages in Table'2 and. throughout the paper should be interpreted with

caution, particularly in the case of nonwhites, where they, are based-on

relatively small numbers of-sample cases. For example the overall sam-

pling traction was about 1.in 2200 in 1962 and about 1 in 1300 in 1972,

so the.1,174,000 black men aged 35-44'in 1962 are represented by about

530 cases, and the 1,163,000 men-of the same age in 1972 are represented .

-

by about 890 cases. Moreover, the sampling design of the Current Popula-

tion Survey is somewhat less efficient than simple random sampling.

Table 2 about here

Among nonwhite men aged 35-44 there were net shifts between 1962

and 1972 toward work as salaried professionals and, possibly,

salaried managers, toward work a craftsmen and operatives, and

toward absence from the labor force. At"these ages there were net shifts

4
17
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away from s rvice, labor and farm work and, possibly, away from -cleft-

cal and sales positions. ( At ages 45-54 there were shifts

away from service, unskilled labor and farm work, and, possibly, self-

employed iffianagerial work. There were shifts toward salaried profegsional

work, clerical work, skilled manual work, and absence from the labor -

force. At ages 55-64 the shifts were similar to those at ages 45-54.

The pattern of net shifts varies among the age-ilgroupb, partlyas

function of the limited"sample'site, but there appears to be a common

pattern of shifts away from farm, labor and service occu-

pations and toward skilled work and professional occupations. lor non-

white men in the experienced civilian labor force the net intercohort

shifts from 1962 to 1972 describe a modest upgrading of tJie accupational,

structure. At the samp time there has been a greater tendency for non-
,

white men to be out of the labor force, especially at ages 35-44 and
ir

4504, and it would be most difficult to argae that this charige.repre-

sents an improvement in the occupational life- chances of nonwhite men.
\

Thus, for nonwhite men the intercohort shifts away from the lowest

ranks of'the occupational status hierarchy have gone partly into an

increase in the numbers of higher status occupational incumbents and

partly into withdrawal from the labor force.

Among white men the,net intercohort shifts in the occupation dis-,

tribution were more uniform across the three age groups than among non-

1

whites. At each age there were large net shifts away from farming and

work as self-emOloyed managers, and there were smaller shifts away from

unskilled work and, except at ages 55-64, away from clerical work. There

were large shifts into salaried professional and salaried managerial work,

and smaller shifts into sales work and skilled manual work. There was a

18
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greater tendency for 55-64-year olds- to be out of the labor force ih

1972 thah in 1962, perhaps indicating'a pattern of earlier retirement,
e

c

but in sharp contrast to the data for nonwhites.theie was not an increas-

ing tendency for men to be out of the labor force at the younger ages.

Taken as a whole the--net intefohort shifts describe a gradual, upgrading

0

of the white occupation distribution both within and between the manual

and nonmanual segments of the occupational hierarchy.

While our calculation of Percentage point differences is appropriate

for measuring change in the occupation distribution, it should be kept

in mind thpt important patterns of growth or decline are represented here

by small shifts in percentages. For example among nonwhites aged 35-44

the shift-of 2.2 percentage points out of the category of farm laborers

arld.foremen represents-morethan a 50 percent decline in the share of

the occupatiOn distribution in that category. Similarly, the modest ,

percentage point shifts out of farming amgng nonwhites at every age

virtually eliminate movement out of farming as a source of future net

shifts in the nonwhite occupation distribution.

- .

Components of InFereohort Shifts

In Table 3 we show components of intercohort change in the occupa-
,.

tion distribution's of white and nonwhite men which are attributable to

4 ,

shifts in occupational origins, changes in the relationships btween

occupational origins and, first occupations, and changes in the relation-

ships between first andcurrent occupations. For example, of the 2.8

percent shift out of "farmers and farm managers" between cohorts aged

45-54 in the white population, 0.8 percent was due to intercohort changes.

in the.occupational origins of young men, 0.3 percent to chan ng pat-

terns of mobility between occupational Origins and first jobs, and the
.
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remaining lj percent to changing patterns of mobility f otn first occu-

pations to occupations at ages 45-54. As suggested by his e ample,

for nonwhites and whites at every age the first two colponen are gen-

erally smaller than the third. That is, net intercoho t shifts in the

occupation distribution between 1962 an 1972 have be n brought about

primarily by changing relationships between -first an' current occu
, -

tions. This finding qualifies the notion that the occupation distribu-

tion is transformed over time by the succession of cohorts, e4ch of

which has a distinctive occupation distribution, for it sugOsts that

the unique occupational character of cohorts is not deteriained by dis-

. .

tributiong of occupa\tions at entry to the labor force, bt,t by patterns
, -

of mobility during the working ages.

Table 3 about here.

These results are summarized by an array of indexes'of dissimilarity

in Table 4. The index ofdissimilarity-is the sum Of'positive (or nega-

tive) percentage point differences-between entriesin like categories of

two percentage distributions, and it may be interpreted as the percentage

of entries in one distribution which would have to be moved to another

category in order to equate the two distributions. Since our components

1.

of. change are expressed as percentage point differences, the index of

dissimilarity is a natural summary measure. If intercohort shifts in

the occupational structure were accomplished efficiently - in the 'sense

that each source of occupational change moved the observed distribution

in the same directions - all nonzero components of change for each occu-

pation would be.of the same sign, and the indexes of dissimilarity for

0
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1

the several components of change would sum to the value of the index

for total intercohort change. Thus, the indexes of dissimilarity permit

us to compare the amount of occupational redistribution due to each

component of intercohort change and to measure the efficiency or direct-

')

ness with which occupational redistribution has taken place.

Table 4 about here

For example, looking at the entries for.35-44 year old white men,

we see that ont).y a 2.2 percentage point redistribution of occupations

between 1962 ag4 1972 is attributable to changes between cohorts in

occupational origins. Similarly, a 118 percentage point redistribution

, t
is attributable to changes in patterns of trpsition from occupational

origins o first occupations, but a 9.0 percentage point redistribution
/

is due to changes in the pattern of transitions from first to current

occupations.. The indexes of dissimilarity for these three components

L..,

of change add to'13.0, which is only 2.5 percentage points larger than

the index.of'dissimilarity for the total intercohort shift between 1962

and 1972. Thus, the occupation shifts due to the last component of

change are far larger than those of the first two, and there are rela-

tively few conflicting Components of change in the transformation of the

occupation distribution from one cohort, to the next. The pattern just

described is replicated among whites and nonwhites at ages 45-54 and

4-64, except the, indexes of dissimilarity for each component of change

are almost all larger for nonwhites than for whites. We attribute the

larger indexes among nonwhites in part to the greater sampling variability

in the data for nonwhites.
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Since there are fewerdnonwhite men at older than at younger ages, it

is difficult to ascribe to sampling error the relatively large indexes .

for the first two components of change among nonwhites at ages 35-44.

Also, the third component of change - that representing modgied pat-
or.

'terns of intragenerational mobility - is-greater among nonwhites aged

, 35-44 than any component of change in any other age-color group., While -

total intercohort change is also greatest among the youngestponwhites,

the sum of indexes for the three component changes is about one and two-

thirds times as large as the index of total intercohort change. Thus,

relative to otherage-color groups awing nonwhites at ages 35-44 the
at,

total intercohort change in the occupation distribution is greater, the

components of change are larger, and the course of change, is less direct

and additive.

It is in the younger cohorts and at the younger ages that we would

I
expect the effects,of recent social changes to appear, so these findings -

indicate patterns of nonwhite occupational mobility may have changed

within the relatively recent past. However, most men take their first

jobs between ages 15 and 25, so among men aged 35-44 changes in.intra-

generational mobility patterns might have occurred over about a 20-year

period4 Lacking a comparison of these same two cohorts (aged 35-44 in

1962 and in 1972) at earlier ages, we cannot locate the changes more pre-
,

cisely in time.

-)
When we compare the indexes of dissimilarity for each component of

change across ages, we find different patterns for whites and nonwhites.

Among whites the)indexes do.not appear to vary systematically by age,

but among nonwhiC,,Cs the indexes for the transition from first job to

current occupation and for total-intercohort change vary inversely with
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age. Thus, the pace of intercohort change in the occupatiOn distribu-

tion appears to be faster for younger than for older nonwhites, and it

is faster among nonwhites relative to whites at younger than at older

ages..

If patterns-of occupational mobility are changing more rapidly

among,younger nonwhites than whites, the direction of those changes is

not very clear. We have already seen from the indexes of dissimilarity.

that the intercohort.shifts among younger nonwhites must include con-

flicting components of change. Among 35 to 44 year old nonwhites changes

in patterns of mobility from occupational origins to filqt jobs account

for a 2 percentage point increase in the share of clerical workers,

while changes in mobility from first jobs to carent occupations account

for a 2 percentage point\decrease in the share of clerical workers.

Shifting patterns of mobility to first jobs account for a 3.4 percentage

point decrease among craftsmen and kindred workers, which is, nearly off-

set by i 2.9 percentage point increase due to changing patterns of mobil-

ity from first to current occupations. Changing patterns of mobility

from occupational origins to first jobs account for a 3.7 percentage

point increase in the share of service workers,,'while changing patterns

of mobility from'first jobs to current occupations account for a 3.9

percentage point decrease. In other occupation groups the 35-44 year

old nonwhites display patterns of change which are similar to those of

nonwhites at other ages. We are unable to offer a cogent interpretation

of.the conflicting components of change in terms of either an improve-

ment or deterioration in the occupational chances of nonwhites. Alter-

natively, the conflicting shifts may reflect nothing more than differential

survey coverage of 25-U year old and 35-44 year old nonwhite men in the
A

23
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1962 OCG survey, but again we are unable to offer a substantive inter-

pretation of our findings in these tetms. The 1973 OCG survey, which

is now in progress, should give us less ambiguous me'asurementS:tof inter-
:

cohort.change in the occupational mobility of tonwhites.

.White-Nonwhite Ozcunation Differentials

In Table 5 we show percentage point differences between the white

and nonwhite - occupation distributions by age in 1962 and 1972. A posi-

tiVely signed difference indiCates a4Yiater share of whites than of non-

whites in an occupation group. Th4 color differentials are generally

consistent across ages and between 1962 and 1972. At both points af.

time andat each age whites were more likely than nonwhites to be pro-

fessional, managerial and sales workers, craftsmen and farmers and

farm managers. Nonwhites yreiconsistently more likely to be operatives,

service workers, nonfarm nr farm laborers, and to be out.of the labor

force. Only among clerical workers was there less than perfect con-

sistency and persistence in the color differt\tials. There, nonwhites
Ai

were more heavily represented than whites at a es 35-44 in both years

and at age 45-54 in 1972, and whites were more heavily represented at

ages 45-54 in 1962 and at ages 55-64 in 1962 and 1972.

\.....Table 5 about here

Table 5 also shows changes in the percentage point differences

betw4n whites and nonwhites from 1962 to 1972 for each occupation at

each age. In occupation categories where whites are over-represented

a negative change indicates increasing similarity in the occupation

distributions of whites and nonwhites, and in categarigs where nonwhites
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are more heavily represented, a positive chaftge indicates increasing.
Is.

4
similarity. At every'age the color differential decreased by at 1 st

'- "

a small amount among salaried professionals,/ self-eipployed managers;

re._ -clerical.workers, craftsmen, service workers and farm and nonfarm labor-
,

ers, while the differentials increased at every age among salaried man-.

tigers and sales workers. With the exception of salaried professionals,

the occupation groups where the calor differAtial narrowed were grow-
1

ins lowly or declining in relative nufnbers among whites, While the

J

two groups where the differential widened were both increasing in rela-

tive numbers among'whites. Thus, since nonwhites' are it the minority,

they appea' to have -moved closest to equality with whites in those occu-

pation groups where the relative numbers of men are stable or declining.
a

Aside from the possible convergence between the percentages of whites

and nonwhites in the several occupation groups, the changes,,,,,in white-

nonwhite differentials also indicate shifts in the rerltive numbers of

whites and nonwhites. In occupation groups where the percentage point

differences are negative, the share of nonwhites has increased relative

N to that of whites, and, conversely, positive differences, indicate

increasing relative shares of whites. At every age the representation

of nonwhites relative to whites increased among salaried professionals,

among self-employed managers, and among craftsmen. The percentages of

salaried professionals and of craftsmen were growing among whites and

nonwhites, but more rapidly among nonwhites. The share of proprietors

was falling rapidly, among whites, but it was stable or declining slowly

among nonwhites, The representation of nonwhites also increased rela-

tive to whites among clerks at ages 45-54 and 55-64, 'where the relative

numbers of whites were stable 11e/those of nonwhitelhincreased. White

11`
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/
stability and nonwhite'growth also led to the relative growth of nonwhite

operatives at ages 35-44 and to increases in the relative numbers of non-

whites out of the labor force at ages 35 -44 and 45-.t4.

White repre'sentation among: salaried managers increased at every age

'even though the percentage of salaried managers increased among nonwhites

\at ages 35-44 and 45-54. The relative share of white salesmen also

increased because the white 'percentages increased slightly while the

nonwhite percentages grew slowly, if at all. With a single exception

the shares of white service worker's, farm and nonfarm labcrers, and farm-

ers grew relat4ve to those of nonwhites. In all but one'of these low

status groups 1./hite service workers), the pfercentages of both whites

and of nonwhites fell at every age. The noLhite percentages decreased

more, so the share of, vfiites'increased relative- to that of nonwhites.

Finally, there s a shift away from labor force participation at ages

55-64 amdng boh whites and nonwhites but the shift was greater for

whites. Th , the share of whites outside the labor force increased

relative to that of nonwhites, and, obversely, the share of nonwhites
ek

in'the labor force increased relative to that of whites.

These changing color differentials defy description in terms of a

simple pattern of convergenc or of movement of nonwhites into higher

status occupations0, White representation increased relative to that of

nonwhites in the four lowest status occupation groups, yet nonwhites

increased relative to whites among persons outside the labor force at

younger ages and among persons still in the labor force at older aged.

Likewise, the situation of nonwhites improved relative to that of whites

in some higher status' occupations (salaried professionals, self-en Poyed

managers, c

and sagtA.Men)".

and Craftsman), but not in others (salaried managers
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The color differentials at each age and year are summarized by the

indexes
;

of dissimilarity at the base of each colunn of Table S.. For

example, at ages 35-44 in 1962 32.4 nercem of whites would have had to

change major occupation groups to equate the, white and nonwhite occupa-

.

tion distributions% The striking fact given bythete indexes is that

the degree of Convergence-between the'white and nonwhite occupaticn

distributions between 1962 and 1992.was greater at the older than thp

younger ages-. AbOut a fOUrA of the dj.ssimilalqty of white and nonwhite

occupation distributions was eliminated at aggA 55-64 over the decade,

but at ages 35-44 the dissimilarity. was greater in 1972 than in 1962. '
. /

In 1962 the indexes of dissidilarity v ied directly with age, suggest-

ing the possibility that color different als might narrow with the suc.7

cOssion oPcbhorts, but by 1972 this patre had disappeared. This lack

-,-

of convergence is compl enta.by the decreasing simil.:.7.1.ty of whites

and nonwhites inthe cohort aged 35-44 in 1962 and 45-54 in 1972, but

the color diffepntials did narrow in the next.older cohort from an

index of/41.6 in 1962 to one of 31.6 in 1972.

Components of Change, in Color Differentials

Table 6 givesian accounting of the intercohort changes in color

differentials in terms of the components of change' developed above.

For example, at ages 45-54 the -convergence of 5.5 percentage points in

the percentage of nonfarm laborers is composed of 0.8 percentage points.

due to intercohort shifts in occupational origin differentials between

whites and nonwhites, 0.4 percentage points due to shifting differentials

in mobility to first jobs, and 4.3 percentage points due to shifting

differentials in mobility between first, and current occupations'.

Tables 6 and 7 about here



Rather than explicaiing these components in detail, we summarize

the results at each'age with the sums of positive percentage point

t' differences reported in Table 7. The entries in Table 7 may be inter=

r.

2 4 "

preted like the indexes,of dissimilarity reported above, except they

are computed from differences between percentage point differences,

rather than differences between percentage points. As in the case of',

intercohort changes within each racial grout', the largest contribution

to Changing racial differentials in occupations is made by changing

differences between whites and nonwhites in obility from first to cur-

.4
rent occupations: At each age that compor nt is about aL: large as the

total'intercohort change over the decade. As-iri the -case of the inter-

Cohort changes among nonwhites, the components of-intercohort change in
, N

the color differentials are closer to being additive at ages 45 -54 and

.55-64 than at ages,35-414. In the youngest age group there were sub-

stahtially greater shifts in color differentials due to the three tom-
.

ponents of change than would Wave been required ata minimum to effect

the intercohort shifts in occupational differerice/betweed white and

nonwhite men. As in the case of the large components of intercohort

Change within the'nonwhite population at ages 35-44, we are unable to

offer a detailed interpretation of our findings. We expect they will be

Aand/or explained as the data from or replicate of the 1962 OCG

A.

survey become available.

t '
Whites in 1962 and Nonwhites In'1912

In the light of the apparent, if modest; changes in the white and
. ,

nonwhite-,transition matrices'Since 1962 we thought it_would be instructive

. v
to ask 'whether the 197,2'transitioft matrices for nonwhite men .gave them

4 //
a

.

better occupational chances than the 1962 matrices fo1r white men of the

Zi8
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same age. Thus, we applied the 1962 transition matrices for white men

A
... .

' to the occupational' origin vectors of nonwhite- em of appropriate ages

in the 1962 survey. Using these by thetical destination vectors, we

/carried out an analysis ofinteicohor change among nonwhites-parallel

to our earlier analyses of intercohort change among whites,and nonwhites.

,The,results of these calculations are displayed in Table 8.

Table 8 about here

At each age the first component represents the difference between

.aa observed destination vector °ran earlier nonwhite cohort and the

expected destination vector for a later- nonwhite cohOrt based7,on the

intergenerational transition matrix of an earlier white cohort.. At

every age the coibination of the later nonwhite,origin ve &or and earlier

white transition matrix generates upward shifts in the percentages of pro-

fessionaks., managers, craftsmen and farmers, and it generates downward

shifts in the perCentages of service workers, farm and nonfarm labo;.ers,

and men outside the labor force. The substantial size of these first

components of change is indicated by the indexes-of dissimilarity, each

30 or larger,,between:observed and.expected distributions. These Indexes

are much larger than any index describing en actual intercohort shift or

component thereof among either whites or nonwhites. Comparing these results

with 'the actual decompositions for,nonwhites of the same ages in Table 3,

we see the nonwhite distribution would havishifted far more toward high

status occupation categories and away ftom loW status occupation cate-

goriesi- especially service and nonfarm labor - if later cohorts of non-
.,

A
whites had enjoyed the ihtergenerational mobility chances of earlier cohortt

of whites.
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The second component of change at each age represents differences

between the expected destination vectors based on nonwhite origins and

first job distribution's and the corresponding white intergenerational

and intragenerational mobility matrices. Here, the components of change

41' are rather small, as in the case of the earlier decompositions, and they

have no consistent tendency either 04 upgrade or to downgrade the

occupation distributions._
_,

' The third component of change represents differences between the

observed occupation distritution fora later cohort of nonwhites and

the distribution expected .-7rom the first job distribution of that cohort

2,, And the, intragenerational mobility pattern of an earlier cohort of
4

whites, As in the case of,the first component of change, the shifts are
. 1

ellquite large, an hey generally are similar in size and opposite in

'effect from th Oifts due to the first component of change.. This is

what we should expect if -the white intragenerational mobility matrix

gives greater opportunities than the nonwhite matrix for men to enter or

remain in high,status occupations. Thus, the shifts are consstent

across ages in_reducing the.percentages'of nonwhites who are self-employed

professionals, salariedor self-employed managers, sales workers, crafts-
.

men, and farmers. They are. consistent in increasing the percentages of

nonwhites who are clerical workers, operatives, service workers, farm

and nonfarm laborers, and who,are not in the labor force. The nonwhite

occupationdistribution at each age would have undergone a massive shift

in the direction of higher status occupations if later cohorts of non=

whites had'enjoyed the intragenerational mobility patterns of earlier

cohorts of whites.

.30

4
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The-results of this set of hypothetical calculations are unmistak7

ably clear. If cohorts ,of nonwhites-aged 35 to 64 in 1972 had enjoyed

the occupational mobility chances of white men of the same age a decade-
,

earlier, there would have been a massive upgrading of the occupational

,distribution of nonwhites' between 1962 and 1972. In the actual succes-

sion of nonwhite'cohorts the shifts in the occupation distribution have

been modest in size and character. The observed chances of nonwhites

to move out of service, labor or farm work and into salaried professional

work, salaried managerial work and skilled manual,work have'improved,
u

4

but not nearly to the extent-indicated fh our hypothetic..) calculations.

At-the same time there has-been'an inereasein the chance that a non-
.

white man in the 'prime working ages will neither hold a job 'nor be look-

..inglor one, and it is not clear that the TAite and nonwhite occupation

distributions are converging. From all of this it seems clear that in

1972 as in 1962 the.oacupational diSadvantages of nonwhite men must be

attributed tor, unfavdrable patterns of occupational mobility throughout

their careers, not to their impoverished social origins.

K.
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TABLE 1

ESTIMATED NUMBERS OF MEN IN SELECTED COHORTS BY COLOR: U. S. MEN IN THE
CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL POPULATION, MARCH 1962 AND MARCH 1972

Age in 1972

pt

March 1962

r
March 1972

Percent change 1962-1972

March 1962

March 1972

Percent change.1962-1972

35-'44 45 -54 55-64.

'Nonwhite

1146 1174 967

1163 1093 802

1.5% -6.9% -17.1%

White

9467 10434 9194

9577 10Q75 8044

1.2% -3.4% -12.52

Source: March 1962 Occupational Changes in a Generation survey (person
tapes) and March 1972 Current Population Survey. Estimated frequencies
are in thousands.

3
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TABLE 2

PERCP:7A..;E DISTRIBUTION BY OCCUPATIONAND NET CHANGE, 1962-1972, BY AGE BY COLOR: U5S!
IN THE CIVILIAN NuNINBTITUTIONAL POPULATION, MARCH 1962 AND CH 1972 '

Occuation
35-44

1962 1972

Professional, technical,
nd kindr..:,1 workers

Self-employed

Salaried

anagers and administrators,
xcept farm

0.3 0.5

4.0 8.9

Salaried .4 2.5 4.0

Self-employed Air, 2.5 .1
r

ales workers ' 2.1 1.3

lerical and kindred workers 6.6 6.1

raftsmen and kindred
orkers

peratives, including
ransport workeis

ervice workers, includ-
ng private household

13.6 15.1

19.1 27.1

12.7 11.0

aborers, except farm 21.9 13.4

armers and farm managers 4.7 0.3

arm laborers and foremen 4.2 2.0

of in experienced
5.8 8.2

ivilian lab9r force

otal 100.0 100.0

umber (1,000) 1174 1163

45-54C1 55-64

Change 1962 1972 Change 1962 1972 Change

Nonwhite

0.2 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.1 -0.1

4.9 1.6 4.9 3.3 2.0 3.2 1.2

1.5 1.6 2.6 1.0 2.6 1.7 -0.9

-0.4 3.6 1.3 -2.3 1:7 1.9 0.2

-0.8 0.9 0.8 -0.1 0.0 1.0 1.0

-0.5 3.5 7.2 3.7 2..4 4.0 1.6

1.5 9.9 13.4 3.5 6.5 11.1 4.6

8.0 20.5 21.2 0.7 16.2 16.0 ,-0.2

-1.7 15.9 13.6 -2.3 18.1. 16.7 -1.4

-8.5 22.5 16.6 -5.9 17.6 16.0 -1.6

-4.4 5.2 1.3 -3.9 4.4 1.9 -2.5

-2.2 3.6 2:5 -1.1 6.4 3.4 -3.0

2.4 10.8 14.1 3.3 21.9 23.0 1.1

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

967 1093 686 802

continued)



TABLE 2--Continued

Occupation

rofessional, technical,
nd kindred workers

Self-employed

Salaried

nagers'and tors,

xcept fam

Salaried

Self-employed

ales workers

lerical and kindred workers

raftsmen and kindred
orkers

perativa* including
transport workers

ervice w.)rkers, includ-

ng private household

borers, except farm

armers and farm managers

arm laborers and foremen

of in experienced
civilian labor force

otal

umber (1,000)

35-44 45-54

1962 1972 Change 1962 1972

-White

1.9 1.9 q.o 1.5 2.0

10.7 14.5 3%8 7.5 10.4

10.3 14.0 3.7 8.8 12.9

7.9 3.4 -4.5 10.1 k 3.3-

5.3 6.3, 1:0 5.2 6.3

6.0 5.7 -0.3 6.4 6.2

21.3 22.6 1.3 22.6 23.3

17.0 16.2 -0.8 15.3 16.2

"4.2 4.9 0.7 5.4 5.4

5.2 3.9 -1.3 4.8 4.4

4.7 2.6 -2.1 612 3.4

-1.1 0.8 -0.3 1.2 0.6

4.4 3.2 -02 5.0 5.6

100.0 100.0 (10.5) 100.0 100.0

10434 9577 9194 10075

Change

0.5

2.9

4.1

--6.8

1.1

-0.2

0.7

'0.9

6.0

-0.4

-2.8

-0.6

0.6

(10.8)

55-64

1962 1972 Change

1.6 1.5 -0.1

6.5 6.8 0.3

9.1 10.3 1:2

9.5 3.8 -5.7

3.8 5,2 , 1.4

5.2 5.3 0.1

18.3 19.1 0.8

12.9 13.5 0.6

6.1 6:7 0.6

4.7 3.9 -0.8

8.3 4.5 -3.8

1.4, 1.1 -0.3

12.6 18.3 5..7.

100.0 100.0 (10.7)

6898 8044

ounce: March 1962 Occupational Changes in a Generation survey and March 1972 Current Popula-
ion Survey.(unpublished Bureau of Labor Statistics tabulations).
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TABLE 3

OMPONENIS OF INTERCOHORT CHANCE IN OCCUPATION DISTRIBUTIONSBY AGE AND COLOR: U. S.
THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL POPULATION, MARCH 1962 AND MARCH 1972

Occupation
35-44

(1) (2) (3)

rofessional, technical,
nd kindred workers

. Nonwhite

Self-employed -0.1 0.4 -0.1

Salaried

nagers and administrators,
xcept farm

0.8 -0.4 4.5

Salaried -0.4 1.0 0.9i

,Self-employed -0.1 0.0 -0.3

ales workers

lerical and kindred workers

raftsmen and kindred
orkers 0

peratives, including
ransport workers

ervice workers,.includ-
ng priyate household

aborers, except'farm

armers and farm managers

arm laborers and foremen

t, in experienced

vtlian labor force

0.6 -0.,TN-0.7

-0.6 . 2.1 -2.0

2.0 -3.4 2.9

0.9 7.8

-'1.5 3.7 -3.9

-0.4 -0.4 -7.7

-1.0 -0.5 -2.9

-0.1. -0.9 -1.2

-0.1 -0.2 2.7

(1)

0.0

-0.2

-0.3

0.8

0.0

0.2

-0.7

0.4

0.4

-0.9

-0.6

45-54 55-64

(2) --(3). (1) (2) (3)

1

0.4 -0.3 0.1 0.0 -0,2
4

0.5 3.0 0.3 -0.3 a.2

0.2 .1.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.6

0.9 -4.0 -0.2 0.2 0.2

0.4 -0.5 ' P.O 0.0 1.0

0.1 3.4 0.0 -0.4 2.0

p .7 3.5 0.2 4.7

-0.3 0.6 1.1 :-0.9 -0.4

-1.5 -1.2 1.3 -1.4 -1.3

-0.5 -4.5 -0.6 1.4 -2.4

-0.1 -3.2 0.1 -0.1 -2.5

0.1 -1.0.t -0.6 0.4 -2787-,.

-0.9 3.1 -1.6 1.6 1.1

ontinued)



TABLE 3-- Continued

Occup tion

rofessional, technical,
nd kindred workers

Self-employed

s4acied

anagers and administrators,
xCept far,.

Salaried

Self-employed

ales workers

lerical and kindred workers

raftsmen.and kindred
orkers

peratives, including
ransport workers

ervice workers, includ-
ng private household

aborers, except farm

armers and farm managers

CP

arm 1 borers' and foremen

of i eerienced
vilian -labor' force

35-44

White

0.2 0.4- -0.6 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 -0.1 0.0

1.0, 0.7 2.1 0.5 0.5 1.9 0.3 -0.4 0.4

0.2 -0.2g' 1.0 0.1 -0.2 1.2 0.3 -0.1 1.2

0.2 -0.3 -0.2

I

45-54 ° 55-64

(1) (2) (3) .(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3),

0.4 0.4 2.9 0.4 -0.4 4.1 0.3 0.0 0.9

-0.1 0.2 -4.6 0.1 0.4 -7.3 0.0 0.5 -6.2

0.1 -0.2 -5,0.1 0.2 -0.3 0.2

-0.3 -0.5 2.1 -0.1', 0.6 0.2 -0.1 0.4 '0.5

-0.4 -0.6 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 1.1 0.2 0,0 0.4

0.1 %-0.1 0.7 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.5

-0.1 0.0 -1.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 0.0 -0.1 -0,7

.-1.1 0.1 -1.1 -0.8 -0.3 -1.7 -1.1 0.1 -2.8.

-0.2 0.0 '-0,1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.4 -0.1 0.0 -0.2

0.1 -0.1 -1.2 0.0 0.0 0.6 L0.1 0.0 5.8

urce: March 1962 Occupational Changes in a Generation survey and March 1972 Current Popu].a -.

ion Survey (un ubilshed Bureau of Labor Statistics tabulations).

ote: Compone is are (1) changes in occupational origin; (2) changes in the transition from
ather's occupation to first job; and (3) changes in the transition from first job to current
ccupation.
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TABLE 4

INDEXES OF DISSIMILARITY REPRESENTING COMPONENTS OF INTERCOHORT CHANGE IN
OCCUPATION DISTRIBUTIONS BY AGE AND COLOR*: U. S. MEN IN THE CIVILIAN NON-'

INSTITUTION4 POULATION, MARCH 1962 AND MARCH 1972'

Component of intercohort change 35-44 45-54 55-64,

C

Occupational origin

Transition from father's
occupation to first job

Trangition from first job
to current occupation

Sum of components

Total intercohort change,
1962-1972

'Occupational origin

Transition from father's
occupation, to first job

Transition from first job
to,current occupation

Suit components

Total intercohort change,
1962-1972

Nonwhite

4.3

7.2

18.8

30.3

18.5'

2.2

1.8

9:0

13.0

10.5

'

2.9

3.3

14.7

20.9

15.6

1.2

1.5

9.7

12.4

10.8

o

3.1

3.6

10.2

16.9

9.7

1.4

1.0

9.9

12.3

10.7

White

'

Source: Tables 2 and 3.
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TABLE 5

PERCENTAGE POINT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE WHITE AND, NONWHITE OCCUPATION DISTRIBUTIONS BY AGE:

U. S. M2N IN THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL. POPULATION, MARCH 1962 AND MARCH 1972

Occupation

rofessional, technical,
nd kindred workers

Self-employed

Salaried

-magers a-A administrators,

xcept-arhi

Salaried

Self-employed

A;es workers

kindred workers

raftsmen and kin
orkers .

peratives, including
ransport workers,

ervice workers, includ-
ng private household

aborers, except farm

,armers and farm managers

!arm laborers and fordmen

ot in experienced
iivilian labor force

Endex of dissimilarity

ource: Table 2.

35-44 45-54 55.-64

1962 1972 Change 1962 1972 Change 1962 1972 Change

1.6 - 1.4 -0.2 1.1 1.5 0.4 . 1.4 1.4 0.0

6.7 5.6 -1.1 5.4 5.5 4.5 3.6 -0.9

/7.8 10.0 '2.2 7.2 10.3 3.1 6.5 8.6 2.1

,5.4 1.3 -4.1 6.5 2.0 -4.5 - 7.8 1.9 -5.9

3.2 5.0 1.8 4.3 5.5 1.2 3.8 . 4.2 0.4

1-0.6 -0.4 0.2 2.9 -1.0 -3.9 2.8 1.3 -1.5

7.7 7.5 -0.k 12.7 9.9 -2.8 11.8 8.0 -3.8

-2.]. -10.9 -8.8 -5.2 -5.0 0.2 -3.3 -2.5 0.8
A

-8.5 -6.1 2.4 -10.5 -8.2 2.) -12.0 '-10.0 2.0

-16.7 -9.5 7.2 -17.7 -12.2 5.5 -12.9 -12.1 0.8

0.0 2.3 2.3 1.0 2.1 1.1 3.9 2.6 -1.3

-3.1 -1.2 1.9 -2.4 -1.9 0.5 -5.0 -2.3 2.7

-1.4 -5.0 -3.6 -5.8 -8.5 -2.7 -9.3 -4.7 4.6

32.4 33.1 18.0 41.6 36.8 14.3 42.5 31.6 13.4
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*TABLE 6
0

PERCENTAGE POINT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WHITE AND NONWHITE COMPONENTS OF INTERCOHORT CHANGE IN
OCCUPATION DiSTRIBUTIONS BY AGE: U. S. MEN IN THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITtTIONAL POPULATION, :

Occupation

rofessional, techni,cal,
nd kindred workers

Self-employed

y Salaried, b
A

tanagers and administrators,
xcept farm

Salaried

Self-employed

ales workers
,

lerical mid 0.ndred workers
1

raftsMen and kindred' ° ,

rkers

peratives, including
raneport workers

t

ervice workers, includ-
ng private household,

aborers, except farm

armers and farm managers

arm laborers and foremen

of in experienced
ivilian labor force

MARCH -1962 AND MARCH 1972

35-44
1
45-54 55-64'

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) .(3) (1) -(2) (3)-

0.3 0.0 -0.5 0.0 -0.4 0.8 -0.1 =0.1 0.24

0.2. 1.1 -2.4 ,0.7 0.0 -1.1 0.0

,

1 .

0.8 -0.6 2.0 0.7 -0.6 X3.0 0.4, 0."2 1.5

0.0, -4.3 =0.7, -0.5 -3.3 ' 0.2 0.3 -6.4
e

,0.2

.0.5 .1.7 , 0.1 -70.6 ...-1.7 0.3 -0.1 0.2,-0.4
,.....m..,-

a
0.-8 -2.4. 1.8 -0.1 -0.3 -3.5 0.1 -1.8'.,0.2

, -,,-

2.9 '4.8 0.6 :-0.1 -3.3 ' -0.3 "'0.7 -4.2

-1.3 -7.6 -0.5 0.2 0.5 -0.9 0.9

1.6 -3.8 4.6 4-0.4 1.4 1.3- -1.2 r 1.4 1.8

0.3 0.4 6.5 4 0.8 0.4 4.3 O. -1.5 .7

-0.1 0).6 1.8 -0.2 -0.2 1.5 -1.2 . 0.2- -Q.3

-0.1 0.9 1.1 0.1 -0.2 0.6 0.0 -0.4 2.6.

.4>

0.2 0.1 -3.9 -1.1: 0.9 :-*-2.5 1.5 -1.6 4.7

ource: Table 3.

6

ote: Components are.(1) changes in occupational origin; (2) changes in the transition 'from
ather's occupation to first job; and (3) changes in the transition from first job to current
ccupation.
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TABLE 9

SUMS OF POSITIVE PERCENTAGE. POINT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WHITE AND NONWHITE
COMPONENTS OF NGE IN OCCUPATION DISTRIBUTIONS BY AGE: U. S. MEN'IN
THE CIVILIAN N INSTITUTIONAL POPULATION, MARCH 1962 AND MARCH 1972

Component of intercohort change 35744

Occupational origin

Transition from father's
occupation to first job

Transition from first job
to, current occupation

Sum of components

Total intercohort change,

1962-1972

4.2

6.8

19.5

30.5

18.0

\

Source: Tables 5 and'6.

so,

4
so

13

45-54
.

55-64

3.0 3.7

2.9 3.8

13.7 13.5

19.6 21.0

14.3 13.4

4`.

VI

S.,



TABLE 8

HYPOTHETICAL COMPONENTS OF CHANGE 1962-1972, IN .THE NONWHITE OCCUPATION DISTRIBUTION BY AGE

DA.SrD CW. TRANSITION MATRICZS OF WHITE MEN IN THErCIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONAL POPULATION IN 1962

Occupatidn

,

35-44

.-

, 45-54

..

' 55 -64-_

.,dt

(1) (2) (3) (1), (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

Professional, technical,
and kindred workers

Self-employed

Salaried

Managers and administrators,

except farm.

Salaried

Self-eMployed

. ,

Sales workers'

Clerical aid kindred workers

_

Craftsmen and kindred
,,

workers
i

c- ..

;Operatives, including
transport workers .

Service'workeri, includ-
ing private household

k

Laborers, except farm

Farmers and farm managers

farm laborerh and foremen

Not in experienced
civilian labor force

Index of dissimilarity,

0.9

4.9

5.8'

4:7
.

4.1

-2.6

8.4

0.5

-7.7
.

- -15.3

0.7

-2.8

--1.6

30.0

0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0.3
1

r0.5

044,

.

0.D

-0.6

. .

0.5

"0.7

-0:7

-0.2

1.7

3.3

-1.3

0.4

-4.1

-5.4

-4:4

'1.9

-16.9

-

8.1

515

7.5

-4.4

0.8

2.9

26.5

r

0.3

3.4

4.6

5.4

5.3

0.6

14.5

6-'3.6

-9.7

-15.7

2.3

.-2.0

-5.4

36.4

0.0,

0.3

0.7

-0.6

-0.9

-0.1

-0.2

,

-0.1

0.9

-0.8

-.:0:1

-0.1

1.0

2.9

.

-0.2

-0.4

-4.3

-7.1

-4.5

3.2

-10.8

.

4.4

6.5

10.6

-6.1

1.0

7.7

33.4

,

' 0.8

2.9

4.7

'6.4
0

5.7

0.7.

11.7

-2.2

711.0

-11.3

3.5

-4.7

-9.2

'34.4

-0.3

-1;8

-0.5

1.3

-2.4

-0.7

0.9

1.1

0.4

0.1

1.0

,

0.4

0.5

5.7

ft;

.\

./

-0.6

0.1

-5.1

-7.5

-2.3

1:6

-8.0

0.9

9.2

9.6

-9.0

1.3

9.8

32.5

Source: March 1962 Occupational Changes in a,Genevatift survey and March 1972 Current'Popula7

tion Survey (unpubliShed Bureau of Labor Statistics tabulations).

Note:' Components are (1) changes in occupational-origin; '(2) changes in the transition from
father's occupation to first job; and (3) changes in the transition fr.= first job to current
occupation.
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